
CLINICAL REASONING AND INTERVENTION

• Questions to Ask

• General categories of questions may include the physician’s
expectations for functional recovery; tendon status, such as fraying or
vascular compromise; whether the patient is medically cleared for
AROM only or AROM and/or PROM; and whether the patient is
medically cleared for low-load, long-duration dynamic splinting.

• Activities of Daily Living and Occupational Role Implications

• The functional use of the upper extremity and the patient’s ability to
perform in the areas of occupation are what really matter.



• Goal Setting:
• Express hand therapy goals or projected outcomes in terms that 

reflect the patient’s occupational functioning. Ultimately, the number 
of degrees achieved in ROM is less important than whether the 
patient can open a door, get dressed, or return to work. One way to 
integrate concrete and functional outcomes is to measure the 
movement needed to accomplish an appropriate patient-specific 
functional task and incorporate that measurement into the stated 
goal.

• For example, if a patient wants to be able to splash water on his or her face but 
lacks forearm supination to do so, have the patient perform the activity with the 
opposite upper extremity. Measure the supination needed to perform the task. In 
this instance, the goal could be stated as “sufficient forearm supination (60°) for 
ability to wash the face.”



• Quality of Movement

• Poor quality of movement (called dyscoordinate cocontraction) may result
from cocontraction of antagonist muscles. The cause may be habit, fear of
pain, guarding, or excessive effort. Poor quality of movement looks
awkward and unpleasant. It is important to identify dyscoordinate
cocontraction early and to work on retraining a smooth, comfortable,
effective quality of motion. Pain-free occupation is the best way to
promote good quality of motion.

• Oscillations are rhythmic therapeutic movements that may be helpful, but
they must be pain free. Imagery, such as pretending to move the extremity
through water or gelatin, may also help (Cooper, 2007). Biofeedback may
aid in muscle reeducation as well.



What Structures Are Restricted, and Does Passive Range of Motion
Exceed Active Range of Motion?

• It is not adequate to identify a general problem, such as decreased
ROM. Rather, it is important to understand and treat the specific
structures causing the restriction. Limited PROM may be due to
pericapsular structures, such as adhered or shortened ligaments, or
actual joint limitations, such as mechanical block or adhesions.



• PROM that exceeds AROM may be due to disruption of the
musculotendinous unit, adhesions restricting excursion of the tendon,
or weakness.

• When PROM exceeds AROM, promote active movement and function
of the restricted structures with differential tendon gliding exercises,
blocking exercises, place-and-hold exercises, and functional orthoses.

• When PROM equals AROM, discern whether the restriction is joint or
musculotendinous or both and promote both passive and active
flexibility.



• Joint versus Musculotendinous Tightness

• With joint tightness, the PROM of the particular joint does not change
with repositioning of the joints proximal and/or distal to it. With
musculotendinous tightness, the PROM of the particular joint does
vary with repositioning of joints crossed by that multiarticulate
structure.

• Treat joint tightness with dynamic splinting, static progressive
splinting, or serial casting, followed by AROM. Treat
musculotendinous tightness the same as extrinsic tightness



• Lag versus Contracture

• A lag is a limitation of active motion in a joint that has passive motion
available. A joint contracture is a passive limitation of the joint. A
patient with a PIP extensor lag cannot actively extend the PIP joint
even though passive extension is available. A patient with a PIP joint
flexion contracture lacks passive extension of that joint.





• Treat lags by facilitating motion of the restricted structure with scar
management, blocking exercises in mechanically advantageous
positions, place-and-hold exercises, static splinting to promote
normal length of the involved structure, and functional splints. Treat
contractures the same as for joint tightness.

• An advantageous position to test or treat extensor lag at the PIP level
is to maintain MP flexion while trying to extend actively at the PIP. An
advantageous position to test or treat extensor lag at the DIP level is
to maintain MP and PIP flexion while trying to extend actively at the
DIP. This is contraindicated if the diagnosis is acute mallet finger.





• Intrinsic versus Extrinsic Tightness

• Compare the PROM of digital PIP and DIP flexion with the MP joint flexed
and again with the MP joint extended. With extrinsic tightness, there is less
PIP and DIP passive flexion with the MP joint flexed. With intrinsic
tightness, there is less PIP and DIP passive flexion with the MP joint
extended.

• Treat intrinsic tightness with functional splinting with MPs hyperextended
and IPs free. In other words, promote IP flexion with MPs hyperextended.
Treat extrinsic extensor tightness with MPs flexed and IPs free, and
promote composite digital flexion. Use blocking exercises with an
advantageous proximal position. Try dynamic or static progressive splinting.





• Tightness of Extrinsic Extensors or Extrinsic Flexors

• With extrinsic extensor tightness, there is less passive composite
digital flexion available with the wrist in flexion than with the wrist in
extension. In contrast, with extrinsic flexor tightness, there is less
passive composite digital extension available with the wrist in
extension than with the wrist in flexion. Treat extrinsic flexor or
extensor tightness with place-and-hold exercises, static splinting
comfortably at end range (especially useful at night), dynamic or
static progressive splinting during the day, and functional splinting.



BASIC INTERVENTIONS
Edema Control

• Elevation, active exercise, and compression have been the mainstays
of edema control. Treatment of upper extremity edema has also
historically included retrograde massage, string wrapping,
compression garments, and modalities such as an intermittent
pressure pump.

• a new approach to the treatment of upper extremity edema, called
manual edema mobilization (Artzberger, 2007), a technique for
stimulating the lymphatic system to remove the excess large plasma
proteins that cause sustained edema leading to fibrotic tissue and
stiffness.



Manual Edema Mobilization Concepts

• The basic MEM technique consists of diaphragmatic breathing, light
skin-traction massage, exercise, pump point stimulation, and a self-
management program.

• All MEM sessions begin with deep, diaphragmatic breathing. This
“belly” breathing involves breathing in deeply through the nose,
causing the abdomen to expand, and then slowly exhaling through
“pursed” lips. Feeling or seeing the rise and fall of the abdomen can
help the therapist ensure that the patient is correctly performing the
technique.

• Respiration changes tissue pressure, and thus lymphatic absorption is
stimulated.



• A light skin-traction massage is a massage so light that no blanching
or indentation of the skin occurs yet it is firm enough to move the
skin, thereby preventing the hand from sliding on the skin. The light
skin-traction massage technique involves a rhythmical massage that
forms U shapes on the skin, with the opening of each U in the
direction of lymphatic flow proximally to an uninvolved or previously
decongested area. The massage technique should remain light and
should follow lymphatic pathways.



• Clearing U Massage
• Initially, the therapist performs the MEM massage technique (the U

technique) in one segment of the body, starting proximally (or centrally)
and moving distally down the segment. This proximal- (or central-) to-distal
massage technique is referred to as the “clearing U s,” and its purpose is to
clear the lymphatic system within that segment. The clearing U s technique
consists of performing five consecutive U massages in the most proximal
(or central) location within that segment, then performing another five U
massages just distal to the previous five, and continuing in this manner
down to the distal portion of that segment. For example, if edema is in the
right hand, the clearing U s would start with five U s at the left shoulder
region, then five at the left clavicle, five over the sternum, five over the
right clavicle, five at the right shoulder region, and so on down the arm
until the therapist reached the hand.



• Immediately after performing the clearing U massage technique in each
section (trunk, upper arm, elbow, forearm, hand), active and/or passive
exercises that move the joints and muscles associated with the recently
cleared body segment are performed. In the example given, active and/or
passive shoulder flexion, shoulder abduction, elbow flexion/extension,
wrist flexion/extension, and fisting exercises would be performed after the
clearing U massage.

• Once the clearing U massages have been performed throughout the entire
segment and the active and/or passive exercises have been performed,
that segment is then considered cleared. The purpose of clearing a
segment is to open and clear out the lymphatic pathways to allow the flow
of lymph into the central structures.



• Flowing U Massage

• After a segment has been cleared, the therapist changes the direction of the
massage technique to promote the flow of lymph through the recently cleared
segment. During the flow portion, the U massage is performed distally to
proximally (or centrally) within the newly cleared segment. This distal-to-proximal
(or -central) massage technique is referred to as “flowing U s,” and it consists of
performing one U massage in a distal location within the cleared segment, then
performing another U massage just proximal to the previous one, and continuing
up to the most proximal portion of the segment. At this point, the sequence is
repeated until five U massages have “flowed” up the cleared segment.

• In the previous example, after the right arm had been cleared, the therapist
would perform one U massage over the dorsum of the right hand, then over the
right volar wrist, the right volar forearm, the right cubital tunnel, the right volar
upper arm, the right shoulder, the right clavicle, the sternum, the left clavicle, and
then finally the left axilla.



• Differences Between Clearing U Massage and Flowing U Massage

• Although the clearing U massage and the flowing U massage are
performed in the same segmental area, they differ from each other in
two ways. First, the clearing U massage is performed in a proximal-
(or central-) to-distal fashion, whereas the flowing U massage is
performed in a distal-to-proximal (or -central) fashion. Second, the
clearing U massage consists of performing five U massages in each
location before moving distally, whereas the flowing U massage
consists of performing only one U massage distally within a segment,
and then moving sequentially up the segment until the proximal (or
central) portion of that segment is reached. The flowing U massage
sequence is then repeated a total of five times





Contraindications

• When Not to Perform Manual Edema Mobilization (MEM)

• If infection is present because there is the potential to spread the infection

• Over areas of inflammation because of the potential of increasing the inflammation and pain (Do
MEM proximal to the inflammation to decrease congested fluid.)

• If there is a blood clot or hematoma in the area because there is the opportunity to activate
(move) the clot

• If there is active cancer (A controversial theory notes the potential to spread cancer. Absolutely
never do MEM if the cancer is not being medically treated. Always seek a physician’s advice.)

• If the patient has congestive heart failure, severe cardiac problems, or pulmonary problems
because there is the potential to overload the cardiac and pulmonary systems

• In the inflammation stage of acute wound healing because theoretically there is the possibility to
disrupt the “clean-up” process and the invasion of fibroblasts

• If renal failure or severe kidney disease problems exist (This is not a high-protein edema. There is
the potential for overloading the renal system and/or moving the fluid elsewhere.)

• If the patient has primary lymphedema or postmastectomy lymphedema


